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The Nine Graves 
in the Castle 
Grounds. 

The sun was just rising in the cold morning sky. The Castle’s broken walls shone the 
light through different gaps on to the dirty ground. The normally soft and flat ground 
was now dirty and had 9 suspicious grave shapes in the centre. It was clear that someone 
had been burring their rubbish in the castle grounds.

A forensic team surrounded the graves as they dug into them. Thomas was 
digging into a grave when his shovel hit a hard object at the bottom of the pit.                                                                                                                                             
“I’ve found something!” Thomas slowly lifts up a long white object. “It’s a bone.” Digging 
further into the grave Thomas finds a body. 

Detective Sharp walks into the lab, standing in front ofnine metal tables, Thomas 
stands over one of the bodies. “Nine bodies, you found nine bodies in that Castle?” 
“Yeah, only one is a skeleton the others seem to be much fresher. All men, range from 
early 20’s to late 30’s and all were the exact same height.” Thomas tells Sharp all of his 
information. “So they’re basically all the same, mass murder.” Sharp walks closer to the 
newest body, skin now grey and body freezing cold. “It seems that way.” Thomas says 
as he checks a body for any marks “There’s no bruising, stab marks or any of the sort. 
This must have been poison.” “But who would poison all these men, especially seeing 
as the look so similar. Can you send me all the data through, anything you got on them” 
Sharp told Thomas before making his way out the lab and back into his office.

Sharp was sat at his desk, scrolling through all of the information that Thomas had 
sent him. Each of the men had different jobs, some still students.  But all of the men 
were single and all happened to be on the same dating sight. ‘What if the same person 
was poising each of the men after going on a date with them?’ ‘ Sharp thought this 
over in his head, it makes sense. They were all poisoned and buried in the same place. 
Grabbing his phone, he called Thomas: “I need you to find out if the all went on a 
date with the same person.” “Yep. Scarlett Brie, and has one criminal conviction for 
breaking and entry on an old pub when she was younger. Do you think it was her?” 
“Every one of them went on a date with her and died within 12 hours, they were all 
buried in the same place, I’m going to get her.” Sharp said before hanging up. 

Detective Sharp rang the bell of Scarlett Brie’s large apartment. A gorgeous women 
answered the door, brunette hair in a bun as she looked at the serious man at her door.                                                                                                   
“Scarlett Brie, Detective Sharp, we have suspicion that you murder 9 men and buried 
their bodies at the Castle grounds.” “But I... I just wanted to scare me husband, he 
cheated on me.” Scarlett told Sharp as tears began to fall.  “You are under arrest.” 
Scarlett gave in as Sharp hand cuffed her, still in disbelief of getting caught. 

The Nine Graves in the Castle Grounds.
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Dead 
Girl Dancing. 

The leaf’s on the tree’s rustled as the autumn morning wind picked up. The Dane John 
gardens was unusual quite, only animals and a few early morning joggers around. The 
band stand stood at the center of the gardens, one jogger was heading towards it, slowing 
down as they got closer. When they got to the top of the short stairs they stopped in 
shock. A women laid dead on the concert floor.

The Dane John gardens had now become a crime scene to a murder investigation. 
Thomas was standing over the woman’s body as Sharp made his way towards the 
deceased women. Her body was pale, and ripped white dress stained with blood, her 
eyes and mouth were shut, as if she were sleeping. “Lucy Markell, 23, in her last year 
of University. We found stab wounds on her right side and just under her heart.” Sharp 
looked around Lucy’s body, no obvious bruising, only stab wounds. “There’s no blood 
around her, she must have been moved here.” Sharp told Thomas as he finished writing. 
“Yes we noticed, we think that she was murdered near ‘Club Chemistry’ and then dragged 
here.” Sharp knelt down looking at Lucy’s hand, seeing a faded stamp from the club. 

Sharp sat opposite Beth Keller, the best friend of Lucy and one of the last people to 
see her. “The last I saw she went outside to get some air, I stayed inside dancing with 
her boyfriend Alec, before I knew it I got a phone call from you guys telling what had 
happened. I just don’t understand why any would ever want to hurt Lucy.” “So you and 
Alec were dancing when she went outside, did you think about phoning Lucy?” “No. I 
was drinking so I honestly didn’t think about any of that. I’m sorry I really have no idea.” 

Detective Sharp continued interviewing Lucy’s friend’s all of which had gone home 
before Lucy left. The last person he had to interview was Alec, Lucy’s boyfriend.  “Why 
didn’t you go outside with Lucy?” Sharp sat in front of a nervous Alec. “Well I was with 
Beth, and we were having a good time. See the thing is, me and Lucy had a bit of an 
argument, nothing serious, a disagreement really. I just didn’t think about going outside 
with.” “What was the argument over?” “Lucy thought that me and Beth were having 
some sort of an affair.” “And were you?” “No of course not I loved Lucy. I would of never 
done anything like that to Lucy.”

Detective Sharp and Thomas sat in the lab as Lucy’s body laid on the metal table.  “She 
was drugged. Someone must have put a drug in her drink so when see went outside they 
must have stabbed her, killing her.” “But why did they drag her body to the gardens, why 
not just leave her outside the club?” “Well loads of people would of seen it, but by just 
carrying her, they might of thought she was just too drunk to walk.” “Her friends were 
the only people with her, they got the drinks. How long would it of taken the drug to have 
an effect?” “About 10 minutes.” “So it was either Beth or Alec that drugged her drink. 
They killed Lucy, she knew that they were having an affair and so they killed her.”

Sharp arrived at the student accommodation, knocking on the door of Lucy’s once 
boyfriend flat. “Alec, you are under arrest for murdering Lucy Markell.” “What no! All I 
did was drug her, she stabbed her!” Pointing towards Beth, standing behind the pair. “I 
didn’t mean to! It was an accident. I’m so sorry.” Beth now in tears over the realisation 
that she had murdered her once friend. “Sorry isn’t going to bring Lucy Markell back.” 
Sharp told the pair before they were taken away.5



The Missing 
Charter 

The Cathedral echoed with the noise from the choir practicing hymns in preparation 
for the upcoming services. Choir boys stood poised and all focused. Until a security 
man came running in, face red as he tried to catch his breath. “It’s missing.” 
Everyone stood silent in confusing of what’s happing. “The Charter, one of the Anglo- 
Saxon Charter is gone someone’s stolen it!”

Canterbury Cathedral was on lock down, every worker and tourist was being 
interviewed by the police. Thomas was with a team as they tried to find anything 
that would give them a lead. Detective Sharp was sat opposite the security man who 
discovered the missing Charter. “I was double checking everything before we closed 
up for the night and then I released that one of the Charters wasn’t there. But they 
are locked up, someone would have had to get the keys from the Archbishops office.” 
The security man sat on the wooden seat as he recalled what happened to Sharp. 
“And where is the Archbishop?” “Um I’m not sure; I think he went to London for the 
week.” “So the office was empty?” “Yes”. 

Sharp was now back in the police station as he looked over the evidence gathered. He 
now knew that someone had stolen the keys from the Archbishops office, but they 
had no suspects. Thomas had only found fingerprints belonging to the security man 
and the interviews were the same no one had any idea who would want to do it.            

A picture of the team at the Cathedral was pinned to Sharps board. The Archbishop 
at the center, to the right of him was the Cathedral’s choir. Sharp noticed that he 
didn’t have one of the boys files. “Thomas, I need you to find any information on 
this boy, I don’t have his file.” Sharp asked Thomas now standing in the lab. Thomas 
went over to his computer as he typed in the choir, the picture of the missing boy 
popped up. He looked older than the rest, brown eyes tired and black shaggy hair, 
the other boys looked happy and clean. This boy stood out against the tidy boys. 
“Jason Blackwood, 16 and seems like a bit of an outcast.” Thomas recalled his 
findings. “Any idea why he wasn’t there the day the Charter was stolen?” Sharp asked 
Thomas as he focused on the screen. “Nope, doesn’t say anything about why he 
wasn’t there.” “I’m going to pay him a visit, care to join?” Sharp asked the scientist, 
as he replied with a simple nod. 

Detective Sharp and Thomas arrived at the boy’s home, a simple flat on the outskirts 
of the city. Thomas pressed the doorbell; it was quickly followed by shouting 
from behind the door. Soon enough Jason answered the door.                   “Jason 
Blackwood, we are here to ask you about the missing Charter” Sharp asked the 
teenager standing in front of him. 

The living room was small, Sharp and Thomas sat on the rugged sofa as Jason sat 
opposite. “Where were you the day the Charter went missing?” “I had work, so I just 
missed practice” “So you wasn’t on sight at all?”  “Nope”
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There was no suspects, Jason had an alibi and everyone who was there was 
clueless. Sharp was at his desk, the computer screen blank, as he focused on the 
photo. ‘Why would anyone want to steal a Charter? We have no suspects and the 
cameras show nothing.’ Sharp was stuck; they had no suspects and no idea why 
anyone would want to steal it. 

Thomas came running into Sharp’s office, waking Sharp up from his sleep. “We 
found the Charter, it’s on a black market sight. Someone is trying to sell it” This 
newfound information very quickly awoke Sharp. “What’s the user name of the 
person selling it?”  Thomas looked back at the laptop he was holding in his arms. 
“Securewood211, Wait wood, as in Blackwood?” “I think so.” 

The two arrive at the Cathedral, walking towards the choir, Jason was at the back 
with the other older boys. “Jason Blackwood, you are under arrest for stealing the 
Charter.” Sharp shouted over the choir, stopping the group from singing. “What, 
no I swear I didn’t do it. You know I was at work and besides what the hell I’m I 
going to do with a Charter?” “You were going to sell it, you need the money and 
so thought that you could sell one of the Charter’s. And the person selling it had 
the username ‘Securewood211’.” “But it wasn’t me, I promise, someone’s setting 
me up.” Jason pleaded to the two older men. Sharp began to believe the teenager. 
Then it hit him, Jason couldn’t have got the keys to the Archbishops office, only 
one person could. “Hey you stop!” Sharp shouted towards the security man. 
The security man began to run, Sharp was quick behind him, catching before he 
got away. “You stole the Charter, didn’t you!?” Sharp said as he handcuffed the 
criminal. “Yes, I needed the money and this place has never done anything for 
me.” ”So you wanted to sell the Charter. What’s your name?” “Lucas Copper.” 
“Lucas Copper you are arrested for stealing the Charter.”
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Dead Girl Dancing.         The Poisoned River. 
The Great Stour was peaceful as people walked down the banks, many with their dogs 
following them closely. A bench stands half way down the river length walk, a women sits 
on the small wooden bench whilst her dog drinks from the refreshing river. The women 
thought nothing of this, but little did she know that the river was not be as clean as she 
had once believed. The woman had gone home with no worries. During the night she was 
awoken by her dog making an irregular moaning nose, as if it was in pain. She rushed her 
dog to the vets. The test were quick, the result even quicker. The dog had been poisoned. It 
soon died.

But this was just the very first of many animals dying from poisoning. The police were soon 
called to investigate. Detective Sharp was the first to be called. 

Sharp was the first to arrive at the river, standing on the muddy banks, looking down 
at the murky waters. Dipping his finger into the cold water, Sharp tasted the water. His 
face resembled one similar to eating a sour sweet. Something was wrong with this water. 
Thomas soon arrived, along with police cornering of the now crime scene. “Sharp” Thomas 
shouted to grab the attention of the focused man. “It’s definitely the water, every animal 
found poisoned drunk from this water died 48 hours after drinking it. I’m going to run 
some test, but I’m certain its been poisoned” Sharp said nothing just giving a quick nod 
before walking further down the banks. 

Sharp walked into the forensic lab, the tables holding different samples of the rivers water. 
Thomas was pacing in the back not releasing that Sharp was now in the room. “Thomas” the 
forensic scientist quickly stopped, turning to face Sharp. “So it was poisoned with a poising 
that doesn’t affect humans but can do serious damage to animals explaining the deaths. But 
I for the life of me I can’t work out what poising it is and who or what could have done it.” 
Sharp took all this information in, they had found the killer but they need to find the reason 
behind it. 

This case had no suspects, there was no drug found in the poising and it was not from a 
plant. It kept Sharp up all night trying to work out who and why anyone would want to 
poising the river to kill animals. 

The next day in the police station detective Sharp sits in his office, still think over the 
poisoned river case. Looking over the small amount of evidence, they have. Each piece 
repeating what Sharp already knows. The map of the water pipes pinned on his board, 
Sharp thought over it. What if it was the pipes? Grabbing his phone off his desk, phoning 
Thomas. “I need you to check the conditions of all the pipes under the Great Stour, I’ll meet 
you at the river” Sharp hung up the phone as he made his way for the river. 

Sharp sat on the bench waiting for Thomas to arrive. He sat in peace thinking just how 
dangerous something so calm looking can be. Thomas sat down next to Sharp, pointing at a 
pipe on the map. “It’s broken.” Sharp knew it the pipes caused the poisoning. “It had rotted 
away and the rusted metal infected the water so much so that animals kept dying from it.” 
The two had done it. The killer was simply a broken drain. They remained sat at the bench, 
talking as the river flowed past them.

The Poisoned 
River 
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Pantomime 
Murders

A scream erupted from the theatre. A woman stood screaming as her husband lay 
dead next to her. A cold chill ran through the once high-spirited atmosphere of the 
pantomime. Another blood-curdling shriek grabbed the attention of everyone in the 
theatre one more lay dead. Eyes and mouth wide open, all colour drained from her face. 
The Marlowe Theatre has another murderer on the loose.

1992, The Original Marlowe theatre:

Cinderella ran off the stage as the clock strikes midnight, Prince Charming in 
pursuit, trying to catch his mysterious princess. The stage lights dim down, everyone 
in anticipation of what’s to come. But their attention is lost, now focused on the 
man trying to wake his wife up, crying over her body. Two ushers run to him, now 
understanding what’s happened, another had been murdered. 

It took the police 5 months to discover that Prince Charming himself was the murderer, 
killing his victims by mixing poisoned sweets with the pick & mix sweets. Charming, 
otherwise known as Marcus Taylor murdered 12 unexpecting victims. He was sentenced 
to life in jail, dying in his cell 2 years before the end of his sentences. He left three 
children and a wife behind.

Many still believe that Taylor still haunts the Marlowe Theatre to this very day.

Present:

Detective Sharp arrives at the scene, taking in everything he sees. Two dead people 
remain in their seats, family members in tears as officers try and get information from 
them, the stage is dark and deserted. Sharp makes his way towards the bodies. “Terry 
Rock, 64, wife saw him foam out the mouth and die next to her.” Thomas, the forensic 
scientist, showed no emotion towards the dead man. “And over there” pointing towards 
the woman’s body “Claire Clark, 27, just married, husband thought she was resting her 
head on his shoulder but she was dead”. “Okay, we need any evidence you can get your 
hands on, backstage, lobby and even the toilets, the entire building.” Sharp knew that 
someone was attempting to reprise Marcus Taylor’s murders. “Wait”, stopping Thomas, 
“I want samples of every food and drink.” Sharp said, turning away as he began walking 
towards the cast of the pantomime. “We going to need you to all come down the 
station”.

Detective Sharp sat opposite a tearful Cinderella, still in full costume. “I was so scared, 
all I heard was a scream the lights were too bright for me to see in the audience. I went 
over to Mark and asked what had happened he said he had no idea. When the next 
scream happened I knew that something very bad had happened.”  “Do you have any 
idea why anyone in the Marlowe would want to kill members of the audiences?” Sharp 
questioned Cinderella as stared down into her lap, tears falling. “No, everyone is so 
nice, I could never imagine anyone doing such an evil thing. The only thing I could 
imagine it being is the ghost of Marcus Taylor.” Sharp knew it couldn’t be the ghost of 
Taylor. Someone wanted revenge for Taylor, but the question was who.
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The interviews continued, each one with similar answers, unaware of what happened 
or how. Sharp had one more person to interview, Prince Charming, also known as 
Mark Hall.   “So, Mark did you see anything suspicious from any of the cast or staff?” 
Sharps tone changed.  “No, I saw nothing, I know nothing. Just because I happen to 
be playing the same character as the crazy psycho that killed all them people years 
ago does not mean I did it.” Mark seemed bitter towards Sharp, as if he had said 
something rude to him. “I never said that playing the same character would make 
you a suspect.” Sharp waited for an answer but all Mark did was stair, not letting any 
emotion show.  “That’s all we need from you.”

Sharp sat at his desk in the Old Dover Rd station, looking over all of the evidence 
gathered. Mug shots laid of the cast laid on his desk, each one staring back at him. 
‘It can’t be Cinderella, no she was to clueless to know what was going on. The rest all 
had the same answers, clueless. Only Mark Hall seemed to be irritated or at least not 
surprised.’ These thoughts ran around Sharps mind throughout the night.

Thomas came running into Sharp’s office, a look on his face that resembled someone 
who had just won the lottery. “It’s the popcorn! Someone mixed poisoned popcorn 
with the real stuff, just like the original panto killer.” A vast grin appeared across his 
face as he recalled his findings to Sharp. “So they wanted to follow the footsteps of 
Taylor; but why would anyone to do this?” A question more to himself rather than 
Thomas who stood in front of Sharp trying to find an answer. Sharp spun his chair 
around, looking out his window down onto the rainy streets of Canterbury, mugshot 
of Mark Hall’s picture in hand. ‘Why do I recognize him’ turning around now looking 
at a photo of Marcus Taylor. Then it hit him. “Thomas!” Sharp shouted after the young 
man. “Yes” Thomas replied running into the room, seeing an enthusiastic Sharp 
staring at him. “Its Hall, he’s not who we all think he is. Get your things we’re going to 
the theatre.”

Storming into the theatre, actors rehearsing on stage. Sharp made his way up the 
stairs, Thomas and detectives right behind him. “Mark Hall you are under arrest for 
murdering Terry Rock and Claire Clark” Mark Hall stood still as detectives walked 
towards him, whilst his former cast members moved away in shock.  “No it’s not me, 
I swear I didn’t do it! It was...” Hall looked over at Cinderella as if he was waiting 
for help. Sharp caught Hall’s action. “No it wasn’t you” Sharp took a step closer 
to Cinderella. “It was you. You murdered Terry Rock and Claire Clark. You’re the 
daughter of Marcus Taylor. Aren’t You!” Sharp now understood, Cinderella was using 
Hall so she could get her revenge.  “Fine, you got me.” Her facial expressions changed, 
now darker and tenser. “My name’s Andrea Taylor, my father was taking away from 
me when I was ten, because he wanted to revenge on the director and so ruined the 
show, sure some payed the price but they don’t matter I grew up without my father. 
I wanted my revenge, I deserved it.” Andrea Taylor had an evil look on her face, no 
longer a princess but now the murderous psychopath of daughter of Marcus Taylor. 
“Well, you’re also going to spend the rest of your life like him. Rotting in a cell as all of 
you future vanishes around you.” Sharp gave Andrea Taylor one finally look as she was 
dragged away.

Pantomime Murders
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The dense winters mist was so powerful that it became tough to even see the top of the 
Westgate Towers. The Towers stood sturdy, as they had done for hundreds of years. Used 
for defence once upon a time, now it stands as a looking tower. But never had it been 
subject to what horror it was now facing.

A man’s body swung back and forth as the wind picked up, causing the rope to swing even 
more. He’s body pale and cold. This wasn’t suicide. Someone murdered this man and 
displayed his body from the Westgate Towers.

‘Ring’ ‘ring’  “Yes” Detective Sharp picked up his phone, waking him from his deep sleep. 
“We need you at the Westgate Towers immediately, a man has been hung” 

Sharp arrived at the scene, long brown coat hanging from his body. Thomas made his way 
over to Sharp. “Russel Oak, 54, he owned the ‘Lady Luck’ pub, just up there.” Pointing 
behind the pair down into the high street. “The last person to see him was apparently his 
apprentices, George Maxwell, 19. He was Oak’s right hand man, Maxwell saw him as a 
father figure.” Sharp took all of this information as Thomas continued to speak. “George’s 
mother was with him all of last night, giving him an alibi, so he didn’t kill Oak.” Sharp 
looked up at Russel Oak, the rope was still wrapped around his neck, his body blue. “I’m 
going to go to George Maxwell’s house to interview him.”

Sharp knocked on the door of the Maxwell’s small home. “Yes” A short, middle age 
women answers the door. “Ms Maxwell, I’m Detective Sharp, I’m here to interview your 
son.” Ms Maxwell had a look of shock across when Sharp announced his Detective title. 
“Oh, Yes. George, a Detective’s here to see you.” Ms Maxwell shouts up the stairs before 
a thumping can be heard from two feet making their way down the stairs.  George sat 
across from Sharp in the petite living room of the Maxwell’s household. “Where were you 
last night?” Sharp asked the young man. “At home with mum, we were watching some tv 
show, weren’t we mum?” George looked over at his mother, as she remained shy in her 
seat.  “Yes, we ate dinner then sat in here and watched tv.” Sharp couldn’t didn’t believe 
Ms Maxwell, she seemed unsure of her answer and scared even scared of George.

Detective Sharp was in his office, pictures of suspects on the blackboard along with the 
autopsy report of Russell Oak. His neck has a thick purple ring around it, from the harsh 
tightness of the rope. Sharp sits in his leather chair, opening up the security cameras 
recordings sent to him from the pub. 

The pub is dim, two people walk into the kitchen, Russell Oak and a short young man 
that Sharp can’t seem to work out who it is. The two seem like they’re arguing, Oak 
speaks: “George! This is my business and while I’m still breathing I own it!” It was George 
Maxwell, he was the other person. His mother lied for him, scared of what he do to her 
if she were to tell the truth. Sharp continues to watch the video when Maxwell hits Oak 
around the head with a pan, knocking him out.
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It all became clear, George wanted to take over the pub once Oak had retried but he 
was going to work there until his death, which he did. But George didn’t like this and 
so he killed Oak in hopes of getting the pub for himself.

Sharp arrived at George Maxwell’s home, fist hitting hard against the door. Ms 
Maxwell opened the door, before she could stop Sharp he barged past her. Grabbing 
George who was standing behind his mother. “George Maxwell you are under 
arrest for the murder of Russell Oak.” George didn’t say a word, giving into Sharp, 
accepting his fate. “No, I told you he was with me. He would never do that!” Ms 
Maxwell was now in tears as Sharp began to escort George out of his home. “I’m 
sorry Ms Maxwell but he hung Russel Oak from the Westgate Towers, I’m aware you 
lied to protect your son, but the facts show it, his guilty.”
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